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Penthouse Jesus · Jesus

1099 - For Sale

€1.200.000

Jesus / Apartment/Townhouse
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Beautiful penthouse apartment with stunning views in great location
This quality penthouse apartment is laid out on a total of 240 square meters.
130 square meters of in-door living and 110 square meters of terraces and
private pool area.
The apartment has original black marble floors, a large living area, an open
fully equipped kitchen and three spacious bedrooms and three bathrooms.
Two of the bedrooms has ensuite bathrooms and one with bathtub.
Bedr

3

Bathr

3

furniture, sound system, 42 “ plasma TV and aircon throughout

Plot

130 m²

The terraces are partly done in with teak wood and partly in micro cement.

Living

130 m²

The outdoor space is equipped with is a well designed lighting system, a bar,

Terrace

60 m²

Floors

2

The apartment is sold furnished with Ballabio Italian sofa, Scandinavian

an outdoor sound system, Scandinavian outdoor furniture and sun loungers.
The private pool is 5×5 meters and all is completely legal.
There are 180 degrees open views to Dalt Vila and a nice sunset.
The building is on 3 floors and there are 5 apartments in total including this
penthouse.? Two apartments on the first floor both with pool.
Two apartments on the second floor
and this penthouse on the third floor with pool.
The elevator goes directly into the penthouse for total privacy. Private parking
space (not covered) is included in the price.
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Additional Features

Aircon

Aircon in all bedrooms

Alarm system

City views

Contemporary design

Elevator

Entertainment center

Far sea view

Internet & Wi-fi

Laundry

Main electricity

Mains water

Pool

Private

Private parking

Quiet area

Video intercom

Walking distance to town

Image Gallery
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